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REVUE DES ETUDES EN SOUFFLERIE SUR LES ROTORS B,a,SCULANTS,
DU VOL STATIONNAIRE AU VOL DE CROISIERE
Dans le cadre d'un accord de coop6ration NASA/ONERA, un programme de recherches
exp_rimentales a 6t6 conduit sur une famille de rotors basculants destin6s 6 des VTOL
co:_vertibles 6 grande vttesse ; les essais ont 6t6 effectues dans diverses installations
" d°essais aux U.S.A. et en France depuis le point fixe jusqu'6 un nombre de Math de 0,7
environ :
- banc point fixe de I'U.S. Air Force 6 Wright-Field,
- installation d'essais de I'U.S. Army 6 Ames,
- grande soufflerie 40 × 80 pieds de la NASA _ Ames,
- soufflerie sonique de 8 m, $1 de I'O.N.E.R.A. 6 Modane.
L'obiectif principal de cette recherche 6tait d'obtenir des r6sultats pr_:is sur I'influence
": du vrillage et de 1'61asticit6 des pales sur les performances d'un rotor basculant dons tout
_ ie domaine de vol.
Cinq rotors rigides en duralumin avec diverses lois de vrillage, et un rotor a_ro61astique
_ e,1 fibres de verre (diam_tre : 4 m) ont 6t6 essay6s, 6 1°6cheile 1/4 environ d'un convertible
!_ typique calcul6 pour une vitesse de croisi_re sup6rieure 6 300 nceuds.
,_ Les efforts globaux sur le rotor, les contraintes locales et les d6formations de pale ont
_ 6t6 compar6s avec les pr6visions th6oriques dons un domaine 6tendu de nombres de Mach et
iLi_ _ de Reynolds.
_'_ On d_. ;; ici certaines techniques nouvelles d'essais d6velopp6es 6 I°occasion de ce
programme de coop6ration et on donne un bref r6sum6 des principaux r6sultats obtenus dans
_ les deux I_ays.
I
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A S_I'4ABY 3F "dX_D-TUN_;LL
RESEARCH O;iTILT-ECTORS
FROM HOVER TO CRUISE FLIGHT
by
Ph. POISSON-QUINTON, ONERA"
and W.L. COOK. NASA_"
SUMMA_Y
Within the framework of a cooperative sgreement between NASA and ,):;ERA,an experimental research
program has been conducted on a series of tilt rotors designed for a range of blades twist in the various
;in/ tunnel facilities of the NASA, 0NERA and the ['SAA2_RDL._e facilities include the ._ASA/Ames
h0 x 80-foot '_4indTunnel, 3.JERA/'_d_ne d meter sonic wind tunnel and the USAA_DL/Ames 7- by 10-foot Wind
Tunnel as well as the Air Force static test facility at Wright-Patterson.
The main objective of the experimental program was to obtain precise results about the in-
fluence of blades twist and aeroelasticity on tilt rotor performance, from hover to high speed cruise
,:_s=hnumber of about 0.7.
' Five _l,Lminium "rigid" rotors with various blade twists , and one fiberglass composite "dyna-
micaly scaled" rotor were tested (scaled 13/55th and 5/55th from a typical 55ft tilt rotor aircraft
design) ; global forces on the rotor, local loads and blade torsional deflection measurements were com-
pared with theeretical predictions inside a large Reynolds-Mach envelope. This paper describes some new
testing techniques developed for this joint program and gives a brief summary of the main results obtained
in the U.S. and French facilities.
_{OTATION
Cd Sectiou dra4_,coefficient
CI section lift coefficient
CT thrust coefficient, _/_n2D h
Cp power coefficient, P/_n3D5
c blade chord
D rotor diameter, feet
DS spinner drag C__Z
T
_4 figure of merit, 0.798
P
J advance ratio, Vo/nD, with n
jt Voc°S_
n---SD---- , with _ : rotor tilt angle
M Mach number
Pb spinner base pressure
Po free stream pressure
R rotor radius
r/R, local blade station radius ratio
Re Reynolds number
Sb spinner base area
TG gross thrust
TN net thrust, To S
Vo free stream velocity
Vt velocity at blade tip
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% blade section 5hi2_ess
rotor tilt smile
rotor blade pitch angle
_ blade twist angle, incremental or tot&l
rotor solidity
density
blade efficiency at forward speed.
INTRODUCTION
The tilt-rotor concept is one of the most promising candidates for future VTOL Aircraft be-
/ cause it provides a good compromise in design requirements for both hover and high speed cruise flight ;
but two main problems must be carefully studied :
- compromise of geometry l)r aerodynamic optimization of hover and cruise efficiencies,
, - aeroelastic behaviour of the rotor itself, and elastic coupling between rotors and eirframe [R_f. I]
To answer a part of these problems, the Research Program summarized in this paper was ini-
tiated by NASA (_4ES Research Center, Advanced Aircraft Programs Office) and US Army Aeronautical Research
Laboratory with a con+ract to the Boeing Company, Vertol Division ; the contract objective was to experi-
mentally verify predicted levels of hovering and cruise performance [ 2]; this program was conducted as
a joint NASA/ONERA effort under an International Cooperative Agreement established in 1968 ; the a_reement
provided for the use of French and U.S. facilities and for an exchange of the resulting data.
The need for a compromise in the design requirements between hover and cruise flight of a
tilt-rotor Aircraft is illustrated in _ :
in hover flight (H), the requirement for efficient performance are high thrust coefficient, high rota-
tioual Jpeed (RPM) and small values of blade twist, whereas the requirements for efficient cruise per-
formance (C) are low thrust coefficients, relatively lower RPM, and larger values of blade twist. TyTical
rotor radial variations of loads and local Mach number for hover (H) and cruise (C) are also given in -it
i_--.._,which illustrates the great difference in local lift coefficient and local Mach number for the
two conditions of flight.
DESCRIPTION OF TILTROTORS
The _ meter (13 foot) diameter rotor models are scaled from a 55-foot diameter design by
Boelng-Vertol (low disc loading Tilt Rotor Aircraft, ace figurel).
The 4 m diameter was chosen in order to permit extensive teeth in various facilities, in-
cluding the 40 x 80 ft Ames Tunnel, the AFAPL-USAFtest stand, a_d the ONERA - S I Modane sonic 8-meter
diameter tunnel. Figures 2 and 3 give the general characteristics of the rotors.
The rotors have a 6-percent thickness at the rotor tip,varying to 10-percent at about
30-percent of the rotor radius. Inboard of 30-percent, due to structual requirements of the smaller
h m rotor, it was necessary to increase the thickness rapidly to a value of 33-percent thickness _t
| 15-percent radius. This increase in thickness had a negative effect on high speed cruise performance ;
however, survey rakes measurements were included in the tests to determine the performance loss due to the
increased thickness which resulted in a 2 to 3-percent reduction in efficiency at the Mach number range
from 0.5 to 0.68. Five semi-r_gid rotor designs,each having a different total value of blade twist:26.6 °,
29 °, 36 °, h0.9 ° and h_o were tested. The detailed v_riatio_ of thickness at several radial stations for
the rotors and the variation of blade twist for blades D, E and F( _, 36 and 26,6 degrees of twist res-
pectively)are shownin _m_, 3.
) HOVER PERFORMAI_CE
The calculated variation of lo_al lift coefficient along the blade radius (figure ha) shows
that, with the ;._o twisted blades, a large inner part of the rotor penetrates the predicted stall bounda-
ries, whereas the lowest 26.6 ° twisted blades is far from the separation regime ; this explains the large
"computed difference in hover efficiency (figure of merit) at the de|ign conditions (Vti n - _30m/|ec,
6000 ft altitude) shown on _ hb ; experimental results obta/ned on these two 13 ft°roto_are in good
: a_reement with the predicted (F.M.,----'C T) trend : the loss in rotor hover performance is about 7-percent at
_o twi_t compared to 26.6 ° twist.
The variation of the hover figure of merit measured for the five rotors as a function of their
twist f_om the two test facilities (Ames _0 x 80 ft vind_unnel and U.S. Air Force static teat ri_) is gi-
ven on_ for the o_timumthru|t coefficient CT - 0.07_ : experimental values are in close _ree-
sent vlth the predicted F.M, and decrease when the blade twist increases.
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fhe varlation of figure of merlt :'ira rotor olade tlp ':acn number (figure >_) _.nd thrust
coefficlent (_) indicate a rapid reduction in figure of merit at tip "dach above about 0.8, and
a severe reuuctlon in figure of Tmrit occurs at thrust coefficients a_ove about .09. for a given tlp Mach
nu.nuer. The data an_ calculated values indicated that, at desi_n condltions( tip "_ach number of 0.67 and
thrust coefficient of O.075} the figure of merit values range from a ma_ximum of about 0.79 for the lower
values of twist below 30° to less than 3.72 for values of blaCe twist greater than hh degrees.
fo illustrate the scale effect, _ presents the variation of figureof merit as a func-
tion of thrust coefficient for the 13-foot rotor and for the 5-foot rotor tested by the U.S. Arm_
(AARL Static rig), with the same j6° twist law.
A _-percent loss in figure of merit with th smaller scale 5-foot diameter rotor at the
design C%1 can be explained by a Reynolds number effect already evidenced on higher disc loading propellers
(see._, profile drag versus He, and Hcf. I).
fhe 13-foot rotor falls on the flat part 9f the curve (F.M., Re) above critical Reynolds
nu_nber, whereas the 5-aiameter rotor (mean Reynolds number of O.7 million) is on the steep part of the
curve. From these curves it '_ould ue expected that a _5-a±u_eter rctor "_ould have about 2 percent higher
figure of merit tnan the 13-foot dieuueter rotor and also that the low disc loading proprotor having
/ about 10 to 12 pounds per squ_re foot disc loading woulu have from I._ to 2-percent lower figure of merit
than the maximum perfor_ance envelope v_lues for nigher disc loading propellers.
About hover performance measurements on scaled rotor models,a new method has been recently
developed in the OJkRA S I "_odane wind-tunnel, based o': an extrapolation to zero speed of the results oh-
' t_*ined at very low speed inside the closed test sectlon (fi_/re_). '_
For the first time, it was possible to check the validlty of this method by comparison with
"true" static tests obtained wit!, the same 13 ft rotor on the U.S.A.F./Wright-Fie]d rig : it can be seen
in figure 7 that the extrapolated results on power and thrust coefficients obtained at very low values
of the advance re" _o J in S I _odane are in close agreement with those measured on the special AF/APL
st•tic facility ; also shown, on the (CT, J) graph, is the theoretical t:1_nd, assuming that CD and F.'4.
at low J values are the same as those obtained on a static rig at J = 0 (from the relLtions_ip :
CT Vl
To use such low tess speed it is necessary :
- to stop the wlnd-tunnel fans,
- to fit a low permeability s:reen to thL rear of the first diffusor (to reduce the mass flow induced by
k the rotor inside the return el;cult),
- to measure this very low speed with special instrumentation (double-venturi tube).
w_nall_, the speed was reclueed to 2-h m/see with the lowest screen porosity, but attained
10-15 m/see without any screen at the first diff_or exit.
FQ:_WA/_D SPnED TESTS. RIGID BLAD_LS
Shown in f_gure 8 is a shematic of the Oi_ERA/Modane 8-meter test facility and the two test
rigs used for these investigations wherein one rig is utilized for low speed tests for a large range of
tilt a_gles, 0 to ;O-degrees, with a minimum sized after body (this later rig was also used for t_e pre-
vious "quasi-static" tests).
This large tunnel [R_f. 33 has • continuous operating mode with three interchan_e&ble test
sections, one of them teing mainly used _or rotor and propeller, driven by a group of _a_ turbines (1000 HP)
the tunnel is powered by two counter-rotatin_ ferns driven by hydraulic trephines (2 x 55000 HP) ; the sta-
gnation pressure is atmospheric Pet " 0,9 bar, at the local 3300 ft altitude) _ the circuit eoolin_ is
obtained by air exchange ; the test speed can reach Mach ;, but for the purpose of these rotor tests the
Math number was l_mited to •bout 0.7.
TILT ROTOR TRANSITION REGDdE
One of the _onls of the cooper•tire NASA/0_ERA program was to compare the results obt_dned on
the same rotor (8_ - 12, 5 m 2) inside two very different test section sizes, at Ames (ST " _6_ m2) and •t
Modane (S T - 50 m_), during the transition regime 6f flight. The effect of tumnel wall on tilt rotor test
data,particular]4 •t low speed and high tilt an_Les_has been the subject of considerable controversy and
discussion. The ;3-foot diameter rotor was _ested in the Ames h(>° by 80-foot wind tunnel through a range
of tilt an_les from 0 to 78 e and • range of speeds. The tunnel wall effects of the _3-Totor in the _0- b_
80 foot vind tunnel are presumably very small at disc loadin_ of _0 pounds per squ_re foot and at this very
low area ratio SR/ST _ 5_. The sa_e rotor 13-foot diameter was tested under the zame tilt an_le and velo-
city conditions in the 26-foot or 8-meter wind tunnel wherein the area ratio SR/S T is very large : _5_ ;
zone investi_mtor_ have claimed that this ratio would be too great %o even consider testings. _e_ertheleas,
the results of these tests in the two wlnd-tumnels are shown in _ 9: The thrust coefficient as _nc--
tin- of the effective advance ratio J' which is J cos _ (_, _le cf t--'_lt) indicates than the,_ is K(_)d
correlation betvee_ the results of the tests in the two vind-tumnels -rid thus the tunnel wall effects of
the ;3-foot rotor tested in the C3ERA 8_eter wind tunnel are of little significance for research studies
of this type of V_TOL propulsion system, st low disc loading. _ show_ that the prewious hover tests '
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in the hO' x 80' Ames tunnel (made with open overhead wind-tunnel doors to minimize from recirculation)
give a good extrapolation at J' = O.
CRUISE TEST3
The cruise mode (axial flow) investigation was conducted at the SI Modane tunnel on a special
axial support system (Db - 0,6 m) equiped with an internal 6 component balance ; because the axial forces
measured on the dynamometer included the drag of the spinner, it was necessary to tare this dra_ to obtained
the "net" thrust in view of comparisons with rotor performance predictions ; FiGure 10 explains the two sue-
cessives me%hods used for measuring the spinner tare dra_ :
The first one is based on a spinner base pressure technique : the spinner form drag coefficient
was determined from "blades-off" total balance force and base pressure meas_Tements ; du_inE the rotor
tests themselves, the total spinner drs_ Ds was obtained by add/ng this for_ drag to the base pressure
drag (measured under rotor operating conditions),and then the net thrust was given by TN - TG + DS,
; TG being the measured gross thrust.
A more satisfactory method was later used where a special balance inside the spinner gives
directly its drag with the blades-on and rotating ; a compariso_ between these two methods seems to indi-
cate that this later method, taking account of the presence of the blades inflow, gives a little larger
' spinner drag, i.e. a higher cruise efficiency (between I% and 2%).
This spinner tare drag was found to be a very significant part of the thrust measurements as
shown in _ : the 6ross thrust TG measured had negative values at Math numbers above 0.6, where
the spinner drag D$ became greater than the blade t_ust TN. All the thrust data shown here have the total
spinner drag removed and hen:e the performance characteristics are for the blades alone and do not include
the spinner skin friction or [_rofile drag which would exist on the rotor in flight, whereas the base drag
would be part of the total aircr_£t drag. Also shown in figure 11 are typical advance ratio, J, and thrust
coefficient values for a tilt rot)r aircraft for a range of Mach numbers from 0.3 to about 0.67 which are
used in the following analysis (Vti p - 180 m/see, Z = I0.000 it). For all these results from $1 Modane
tunnel, the conventional Glauert wall corrections have been applied (ratio SR/S T - 0,25), but low levels
of thrust loading result in small magnitude of these corrections
At a cruise Mach number of 0.455, about 290 knots, the radial section lift cnefficients and
cruise efficiency for blades D and F, 44.0 and 26.6 ° of twist are shown in figure 12 : al*_ho_h blade F
at 26.6° is the best at hover, its section losdir_ is poor and shows approximately one half of the blade
(inboard of about 55-percent radial station) with a negative lift which results in a 15-percent lower va-
lue of cruise efficiency than for blade D at 44° where positive section lift coefficients exist except
over the outboard 10-percent of the radius.
The data in figure 13 are the thr_t coefficient and efficiency (o) for a range uf advance ra-
tios at two blade angles at each of three Math number, M - 0.455, 0.54 and 0.68. The design thrust coef-
ficient _Lriation with J and the resulting efficiency at each Mach number is also indicated. Because of
the low disc loading of the rotor the thrust at maximum efficiency of the rotor is not useable and of no
value f_ the normal cruise operation of tilt rotor aircraft having raalonable levels of drag. As shown
in the figure the maximum valums of efficiency occur at thrunt coefficieets and hence power coefficients
that are 2 to 4 times higher than required for the aircraf1_ with the higher values occurring at the
lower Mach number of O.455. ' Utili_tlon of the maximum values of efficiency can only be obtained economi-
cally by utilizing Dtors or propellers havin_ significantly higher values of disc loading of the order of
250 to 350 da_/m 2 (50 to 70 pounds per square foot) instead of about 50 daN/m 2 (10 lb/sq, ft) chosen here.
The data shown in figure 14 su_arize the measured cruise efficiency for blades D, E, and F
over the Mach number range tested 0.3 to 0.72 and the variation of cruise efficiency with the five dif-
f. ferently twisted blades for 0.455 and 0.606 Math number :
- High Mach number tests (0.5<M<0.72), i.e. above the rotor design calculation (M • O.455, see Ref. 2),
were run to investigate c_pressibility effects on cruise mode tilt-rotor performance ; fiRure 14a shows
a large decrease of the cruise efficiency above M: 0.6 due pLrtly to the l_rge profile thickness (33_) at
the blade root (required for structm'al conditions on these scaled models).
- The blade twist effect ,fiEure lhb) is very important, the best efficiency being obtained with the lar-
gest blade twist tested (i.e. an opposite trend than shown in hover) ; the calculated values given here
for M _ 0.455 [Ref. _] takes into acco,mt the measured velocity profile at the disc plane (a small flow ac-
) celeration wu detected around the '_inimum body" in S I Modane tunael) ; the predicted values are higher
than those measured, mainly at the l_west blade twist _ for the "E" blade (36 ° _ wist) the experimental
cruise efficiency is 0.71 _ainst O.745 predicted.
To conclude about the need for a c_aprmmise between the performances obtained in hover and in
cruise modes, fi_ure 1_ gives the meaxured and predicted w_lues of how_r figure of merit as a function of
the design cruise efficiency at M • 0.h_5 : it appears that a blmde twist of about 36 ° ("E" rotor)
seems the best compromlse for this typical project (F.M. • 0.77_, _ cr • 0.71).
(e) The symbols on these graphs are directly reprod_ed from the aut_tic plotting of a computer
program, which takes account of all the corrections and tares.
i
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FS_.L_A_DSP_LJ '.'_ST'_3 /d_POELASTICALY SCALSD hbTO._
To study the effect of aeroelasticity on rotor performance, a specia¢ 13 foot diameter fiber-
glass model had been designed and built [Ref. 2] with the optimum twist shown previously (type "b'", 36°
twist) ; the main puroose of the tests in tilecruise mode was to study the effect of Macl.number and loa-
ding on "live" twist deformation, and the effect of aeroelasticity on rotor/blade stability. Shown in
f_K,re 16 is ._ sketch of the aeroe3astics blades and the photographic torsional blade deformation tech-
nique utilized to measure the variation of "live twist" during tests of the rotor. In this method, an
ultra nigh speed photographic flash unit was used to obtain stop action photographs of the back face of one
of the rotating blades wnich wa_ painted with triangular targets at regular spanwise intervals. _e angu-
lar difference between s pair targets and the blade root reference targets is related to the blade radial
twist distribution. A comparison of this measured distribution under forward speed conditions is made
with that of the static twist distribution with the blades nonrotating which gives the instantaneous ae-
roelastic torsional deflection for various radial stations. A comparison for a typical test point is
also shown in figure 16 which indicates about a 2 degree torsional deflection near the rotor tip. An
interesting aspect of the measurements was that the so cal_d "rigid blades" (built of alum_.nium)hadno-
ticaole blade deformation as shown in figure 17 and that there was a consistant one degree greater twist
• deformation with the aeroel_tic blades th_ with the "rLgid blades" ocer the entire Mach number and ad-
vance ratio, J, range tested as shown in the figure.
The variation of thrust coefficient and efficiency for Mach numbers of 0.h55, 0.5_ and 0.606
for s range of advance ratios for the _roelastic blades is compared in figure 18 to the rigid blade dataJ
shown previously. Although there is a significant increase in the shs_ness of the slope of thrust coef-
ficient variation with advance ratio, the actual cruise eff;ciency for the cruise Mach numbers is nearly
equal to the cruise efficiency with the rigid blades, again indicating a very small twist deformation
e_uivalent to the I deg_e _asure. The steepness of the thr_t coefficient c_e with velocity for the
_roeiutic rotor relative to the rigid rotor me_vbe of great conce_ at the higher :_ch n_bers due to
the potential high sensitivity of thr_t to s_ed _d blade angle. This sensitivity ma_ it difficult to
control thr_t d_ing the wind t_nel tests _rticul_ly near values of low or ne_ti_ thrust where ins-
tabilities did occ_ with the aer_lastic rotor, and p_vented testing a_ve a :dachn_ber of 0.606 (the
"rigid" rotor was tested to a _ch n_r of 0.72 with no indication of instability).
A su_ cur_ isahown in _ which compare_ the _asured c_ise efficiency for the
36 degree twisted blade rotor for the various rigid and _eroela_tic b]e_le rotors tested since 1968 with
the calculated cruise efficiency for the sLme rotor. AB cam be seen above a Mach nt_mber of about 0._5 the
test data shows a significant lover cruise efficiency than calculated. At 0.72 Msch number the measured
values are of the order of 0._5 wherea_ calculated is neLr 0.6_. The correlation of the various test data
is good in as m_ch as the accuracy of the test data is .+O.01 in efficiency.
In __ is shown a trace of a specific divergence of rotor loads at a Mach number of 0.63
with the aeroelamtic blades that prevented any further tests above a Mach number of 0.806. As can be seen,
a rapid and divergent increase in thrust (on the main balance) and in local blade-elementt_rsion and chord-
wise stress (meas_wed at 23% and 2_ R, see figure 21) were measured ; a blade flutter occurred prior to
the quick stop initiated a8 these measurements were being monitored. Further analyses on stress data mea-
sured on this elastic rotor, taken at I0 de_ree an_le of attank _t low Mach number (f_rm 21), in _n ef-
fort to better _nderst_nd the stability problem that van encountered during the tests. But it must be re-
membered that the ,_ch number of 0.63 where the instability or flutter occurred is si_nlficant_ above the
anticipated design cruise Mach number of about O._6 for petential tilt rotor type aircraft being consi-
dered.
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